
 

Awm 2725 Vw1 60 C
30v USB Cable

Driver
i have also tried using the built in mic on the camera, but i found that it was not capable of

running at 87db. it's important to note, that this is not a limitation of the camera, but the mic
used. the awm 2725 provides a link from the camera to the computer, and the link has a bit rate
of up to 5.5gbps. therefore, it is capable of carrying the audio that was recorded, and the cable

to the computer is capable of carrying the data that is being recorded. an integrated 8 foot
braided single-core cable is included with each driver. it is recommended to use this cable for

any impact driver, as it eliminates the need to use a crimp connector. for those that are
confident in their soldering skills, the cable can be soldered directly to the connector. in most

cases, an 8 foot braided single-core cable will suffice for most impact driver requirements. please
note that an 8 foot braided single-core cable can only be used for impact drivers. if you need a

larger cable, please specify in the notes section at the time of purchase. once you run the
installer, you'll notice that there are two options you can use. you can select install this hardware

right now, or let me check for updates first. it doesn't really matter which one you choose, the
installer will guide you through the installation process and will install the correct driver for you.
once the installation is complete, you may have to restart your computer in order to complete

the process. with the driver installed, you're ready to connect your xgs. if your cable is the
correct type, plug it into your computer. you should now see the usb com3 virtual device appear.

now, you're ready to plug in your xgs, and it will appear as if it's already connected to your
computer.
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The output requirements of the encoder side of the cable
should be supplied by a power supply that outputs 5.0

volts DC, an acceptable range for a 3.3V Xilinx Spartan 6
device. If the power supply output voltage is lower than

the 5.0 volt requirement, a simple 5 to 3.3 converter
circuit is required. You may even find that the 5.0 volt

supply is already outputting 3.3 volts, in which case you
do not need a converter. The output resistance of the

power supply must be low enough to drive the encoder
side of the cable at the required VOH. The cable's

absolute maximum length is 100 feet, 100 feet being the
longest the driver can supply up to, and 100 feet being

the longest cable the PC5 can run. If you can connect the
other side to a PC and the cable isn't recognizing the

device, it's possible that the package has somehow been
damaged, or that the included cable has become

detached from the package itself. It's also possible that
the cable includes an incorrect impedance. Ideally, you

should try both included cables in the package. The
10-pin latching connector on the input side of the cable

matches Broadcom/Avago pinout standard. Ribbon
cables are recommended for lengths up to 100 feet;

twisted pair cables are recommended for longer lengths.
If the cable length is more than 100 feet, a termination
resistor matching the characteristic impedance of the

cable on the input side should be placed across the pairs
on the receiver side of the cable before connecting the

cable to the device. As you can see, using the cable and
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this driver combination with the latest Intel Ice Lake or
Tiger Lake 3.1 IC will be a breeze. As always, contact an
Xilinx engineer at our field engineering team if you have

any further questions or suggestions. 5ec8ef588b
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